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Foreword

Higher work efficiency, better productivity and a greater sense 
of wellbeing for staff – a well equipped office and good shop 
organisation can provide all this.

The way in which an office is designed and structured  
depends on the room’s purpose and function: a prestigious 
executive office? A practical home office? Or a space efficient 
open plan office focusing on teamwork and project work? In 
this book you will find convincing solutions for all needs.

Key trends are also spotlighted: offices are getting more 
homely, and geared to staff needs. At last, workplaces are also 
becoming more ergonomic, e.g. with height adjustable desks.

We show you the enormous potential for designing and 
furnishing using specific examples. From single person to 
open plan offices, from the executive floor to the mobile work 
station, from shop fitting to home office.

For better offices: Hettich

For decades, Hettich has been working hard on bringing 
perfect organisation to office furniture. And, with innova-
tive solutions, has become the market's leading provider  
of organisational systems.

What makes us so successful? A key aspect: we are  
inquisitive. From our own trend and market research  
activities and belonging to networks and associations,  
we learn from the horse's mouth what exactly the  
demands are in today's office.

And the potential for improvement is huge. In the recent 
past, for instance, we have become a one-stop supplier for 
the office. From the pedestal and sliding door cabinets to 
desks and conference tables that can be adjusted by elec-
tric motor. Wherever you use Hettich fitting technology: 
you and your customers will benefit from top quality, safety 
and perfect performance.

For the photographic material shown, we wish to thank 
Wini Büromöbel, Coppenbrügge 
König + Neurath, Karben.
Sedus, Geseke.
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Is your customer in a class of his 
own?

Then his offices should be, to. Where 
customers and business partners come 
and go, interior design not only needs 
to work efficiently but also to make a 
prestigious statement. The key factors: 
intelligent planning, attractive design – 
and first class technology with cleverly 
devised functions. For the latter, 
Hettich offers you brilliant solutions: 
fitting systems in an infinite number 
of variations, and always right for your 
particular need.

1 Bring elegant design to large storage 
spaces: TopLine sliding door systems 
combine reliable performance with 
smoothly floating running action. In a 
class of its own.

2 Handleless fronts in the office – elegant and practical. And perfectly organised 
with Systema Top 2000.

Performing with even greater brilliance:  
legal practice and executive office
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3 Sometimes standing, sometimes sitting: the 
more ergonomic way to work – with the power 
assisted height adjustable LegaDrive Systems desk 
support system. Also for spacious angle solutions.

4 The office can be as homely as this:  
elegant sideboard with SysTech drawer system.
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Competent advice, work concentration:  
consultant's office

2 Working without back ache: desk with power 
assisted height adjustment LegaDrive Systems. 
Here with 135° angle.

3 The pillar of successful meetings:  
Change Plus desk support.
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4 Sturdy and convenient for many customer 
records: Systema Top 2000 hanging file frames.

5 Stylish and strong: Articus Mono screen mounting  
brackets.

Think big.

Spacious single person offices are not only 
prestigious, they also provide an excellent basis 
for ergonomic furnishing tailored to individual 
needs. And, not least, plenty of storage space for 
files, books, working equipment and materials.

Creativity needs space to unfold – and clear 
structures. Hettich systems let you create the 
ideal environment for focusing on work, for 
meetings, for smooth workflows.

1 The classic pedestal: versatile storage space 
under or next to the desk. Perfectly organised 
with Systema Top 2000.
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1 Drawer systems keep everything in its place for 
great organisation. Particularly elegant with an 
emphasis on convenience: SysTech.

2 Patient's records quickly to hand: with the slot 
in file cradle in the Systema Top 2000 wide 
drawer.

Perfect management: 
hospital and medical practice
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When every minute counts.

In doctors' surgeries and hospitals, 
streamlined organisation and coor-
dination are indispensable. Anyone 
wanting to provide this needs reliable 
organisational aids and structured 
storage space for working equipment 
and materials. And in all areas as well  
– at the reception desk, in the waiting 
area, in the consulting and treatment 
rooms.

3 Optimum use of storage space and
ergonomic access: the extremely slim 
single pivot hinge opens doors to an 
angle of up to 270°.

4 Space saving and elegant: sliding doors.  
SlideLine 55 Plus is the reliable system for  
side cabinets.

5 Drawers make cabinets 
even more practical. SysTech 
offers functionality and 
elegant design.

With Hettich organisation and  
fitting systems, the surgery can be 
equipped perfectly to meet the needs 
on site. All working equipment and 
materials are conveniently stored
and quickly to hand: patient files and 
medical text books, treatment  
implements and medicines.

This is where organisation really can 
be half the battle. Because it helps 
the doctor and staff to treat patients 
quickly, correctly and conscientiously.
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Exemplary in form and function:  
office administration 1
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Intelligent and efficient.

Day to day business places exacting demands on staff. 
What's important here: plenty of storage space, precisely 
organised work stations and an environment that makes it 
easy to concentrate in.

Large cabinets with hinged doors and top mounted shelves 
create generous storage space that's reached quickly and 
easily. Height adjustable work stations, for example, are 
good for concentration and make an active contribution to 
preventing back ache.

Floor standing pedestals that fit flush with the desk top  
extend the work station with storage space for personal 
use. Universal on the outside, individualised inside.

1 Conclusive form and function: the floor standing pedestal 
next to the desk. Storage space can be organised in any 
chosen way with our new "Big Org@Tower" organisational 
system.

2 Hinged door cabinets are veritable space wizards in  
the office. The Sensys designer hinge with integrated  
Silent System gives the cabinet yet more of a quality  
and luxurious feel.
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Space efficient and versatile: 
office administration 2

Small details, great effect.

Small areas can be practically and 
conveniently furnished too. Mobile 
mini-pedestals are a useful addition  
to height adjustable desks. Compact  
pencil trays under the desk keep  
frequently used documents and  
utensils in easy reach whenever  
they're needed.

The sliding door cabinet between the 
work stations is truly multi talented: 
storage space accessible from both 
sides, screening and sound barrier, 
filing and communication surface at  
practical 3 folder height.

The partition at the desk helps to keep 
everything organised and neatly in 
place. The organisational elements 
are simply clipped in and free up work 
space.

1 The mini-pedestal can be perfectly 
organised with Systema Top 2000 in 
A4 / A4 size. A cushion turns it into an 
improvised seat.

2 Sliding door cabinet with SysLine S. 
Also suitable for narrow passageways 
because open doors don't get in the 
way of people walking by.

3 Alternating between sitting and 
standing at work: with LegaDrive 
Systems, the power assisted height 
adjustable desk support system.
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4 Everything quickly to 
hand: SmarTray pencil tray 
system under the desk.

5 Org@Wall is the elegant screening  
between two work stations. Organised  
to suit any need, it keeps the desk tidy  
and uncluttered.
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Working more efficiently:  
team workplace 1

Intelligent furniture for working interactively.

Modern businesses set store by systematic teamwork. This 
demands new workplace concepts. Hettich has intelligent 
solutions for this:

Multifunctional furniture is highly rated:  
the Big Org@Tower high rise pedestal provides versatile 
storage space and doubles up as screening and sound  
barrier. They are great for short, efficient conversations 
while standing and also provide a storage surface.

Ideal in combination with electrically height adjustable 
desks. Staff can select the preferred height simply at the 
press of a button. Alternating between sitting and  
standing at work – an active contribution to maintaining 
good health.

Lockable pencil trays under the desk keep permanently 
used utensils in easy reach.

1 Working with more go: alternating between sitting and  
standing at work keeps the back in healthy shape! Perfectly  
implemented with LegaDrive Systems, the power assisted 
height adjustable desk support system from Hettich.

2 Talented organiser: the Big Org@Tower high rise pedestal 
is room divider, screening and versatile storage all in one.
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3 Everything quickly to hand: SmarTray pencil 
tray system under the desk.

4 Org@Wall keeps the desk tidy and uncluttered. 
Screening and sound barrier can hardly be more 
intelligent.
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Working more efficiently:  
team workplace 2

3 No tangled cables ever again: the 
flexible duct protects all cables while 
routing them neatly from the desk to 
the power socket in the floor.

2 Cabinets that structure space: the 
SysLine S sliding door system provides a 
high level of convenience.
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Individuality within the team.

Working in small teams is becoming  
more and more popular. Exchanging  
information, working on projects  
together and making it easy to stand 
in for a colleague are key benefits.
 
The right office furniture can effectively 
underpin team processes. Height  
adjustable desks with variable sitting 
and standing height, for example. Or 
space efficient sliding door cabinets 
with doors that don't get in the way 
when they are opened.

1 The classic pedestal: versatile storage 
space directly at the desk. Perfectly 
organised with Systema Top 2000.

4 The OrgaWall not only serves as 
screening and sound barrier. It also 
keeps the desk tidy and uncluttered.

5 Alternating between sitting and 
standing at work: with LegaDrive 
Systems, the power assisted height 
adjustable desk support system.
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The efficient path to success:  
project management

For the perfect workflow.

Project managers need a tailor made 
office environment as the key to effi-
ciency in turning their ideas into real-
ity. This also includes communication 
with project members, somewhere to 
retreat and concentrate as well as 
mobile furniture for office utensils and 
personal belongings.

1 The mobile pedestal: classic storage 
space next to the desk. Flexibly  
organised with Systema Top 2000.

2 Org@Wall is the elegant screening 
between two work stations. Organised 
to suit any need, it keeps the desk tidy 
and uncluttered.
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3 Good for the back: alternating 
between sitting and standing at work! 
Can be perfectly implemented with 
LegaDrive Systems, the power assisted 
height adjustable desk support system 
from Hettich.
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Work flexibility:  
mobile office / desk sharing

Welcome, future!

Office work is getting more and more flexible  
and mobile: in many modern businesses, not all 
staff have their own desk any more but move 
from one work station to another. A compact 
work station with personal storage space is all 
that accompanies its user to the next job.

The Caddy from Hettich is the perfect companion: 
it is compact and manoeuvrable, provides space 
for the most important working equipment and 
materials and takes up very little room when not 
in use.

Call centres, for example, are nowadays  
inconceivable without compact work stations for 
changing staff. This is where partitions provide 
the necessary screening and sound barriers.
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1 Caddy is the mobile companion for the office. 
Intelligently organised with Systema Top 2000 in 
compact A4 / A4 size.

2 Elementary and classy:  
"Afia" desk legs in brushed 
stainless steel.

3 Stylish form, secure function: the 
"PRO" PC holder takes all standard  
PC enclosures.

4 Org@Wall frees up desk space and keeps it 
tidy. And doubles up as attractive screening and 
sound barrier.
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3 The Big Org@Tower high 
rise pedestal is storage 
space, room divider and 
screening at one and the 
same time. It provides a host 
of options for organising 
things.

4 Height adjustable desk: 
ergonomics at the press of 
a button with LegaDrive 
Systems. The Org@Wall is 
screening and organisational 
board in one.

5 Meetings can also be 
ergonomic: the conference 
table becomes height 
adjustable with LegaDrive 
Systems.

Working more efficiently:  
open plan office
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Large offices need intelligent furniture concepts.

Hettich technology gives you the key to creative, efficient 
solutions that work every time:

Cabinets with sliding doors serve as room dividers. And are 
particularly space saving because open doors do not get 
into walkways. Desks that adjust in height by electric motor 
make a substantial contribution to preventing fatigue and 
back strain while working.

And pedestal, Caddy or high rise pedestal provide indispen-
sable storage space – for personal belongings too.

1 Pedestal – personal 
storage space! Perfectly 
organised with Systema Top 
2000 drawer system.

2 Caddy is the mobile  
storage space for the office: 
wherever it happens to be 
needed. Systema Top 2000 
in compact A4 / A4 size.

6 Hinged door cabinet with  
Selekta Pro 2000 single 
pivot hinge. Space saving, 
slimline and elegant.

7 SmarTray: practical pencil 
trays for desks and cabinets.

8 Mobile pedestals with the 
SysTech drawer system:
elegant, spacious and flexibly 
organised.
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Furnishing with style, working with efficiency:  
home office 1

Work the professional way ... at home!

Freelancers, creative minds, consultants ... many people already  
have their office at home. And the home office will continue to gain 
significance because giving people flexibility in where they work is 
also an interesting option for businesses and their staff.

For office fitters, this presents particular challenges: the furniture 
needs to be practical and space efficient yet come with homely  
appeal. This is where Hettich offers perfect solutions:

Sliding door cabinets take up little space and create a well balanced 
link between living and working at home. In the mobile pedestal, 
frequently needed documents and utensils are always quickly to hand. 
And the height adjustable desk makes a valuable contribution to 
preventing back ache.

2 Good for the back: alternating between sitting 
and standing at work! The power assisted height 
adjustable desk support system LegaDrive  
Systems makes this so very easy.

3 Stylish and practical: the top running SysLine 
sliding door system.

1 Mobile pedestal: the personal storage space 
under or next to the desk. Perfectly organised 
with Systema Top 2000.
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The modern bureau:  
home office 2
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The office in the cabinet.

Checking e-mails, writing birthday 
cards, surfing the web ... the home  
office makes office activities a breeze. 
At least when the small work station 
is as practical and elegant as this 
modern bureau is. It makes a charming 
addition to the design of a room – for 
example, with sliding doors that only 
reveal the work station when they are 
opened.

1 The writing surface can be locked in 
position after pulling it out.

2 The SmarTray can be locked - the 
small personal "safe" at home.
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Working in style:  
home office 3

Welcome home. 

Elegantly combining home living and 
working – it‘s never been as easy as it 
is today. Practicable yet at the same 
time stylish, in a small space but still 
ergonomic. Sliding door systems meet 
many demands all at once. Because 
they take up little space, impress with 
their functionality and homely appeal. 
Height adjustable desks ensure a back 
friendly work posture at home too – 
and they make an innovative design 
statement.

1 Elegant and efficient: sliding door systems save 
space and create homely flair. SlideLine is the  
ideal range for all sorts of applications. An  
example: Vertico Synchro. With its vertically  
opening doors, it‘s the highlight in any home 
office.
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2 Floating, smooth running action for 
small cabinets too: the SysLine S top 
running sliding door system.
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Open to your design preferences:  
home office 4

With technical diversity for the best solution. 

In the home office as well, binders and slipcases, 
magazines and books need to be stored where they 
are easy to find. The classic filing cabinet is rising 
above itself – with a Hettich folding door system! 
This solution is extremely practical, efficient on 
space … and homely in the bargain. Because the 
folding door system combines several benefits: it 
provides a space saving similar to that of sliding 
doors while also letting you see where everything is 
inside the cabinet – quickly and easily. 

1 The WingLine 770 folding door system makes it 
easier to work in the home office: fast access to 
storage space. Perfect view of everything inside 
the cabinet. And easily reached - if necessary, 
also from the desk chair.
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2 This makes the desk a place at which to feel 
at ease: the Change Basic desk support is the 
attractive base for desk tops of your choice – 
sturdy and flexible in width.
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1 Working in style! Add the finishing 
touch to storage space with large size  
sliding doors. The TopLine range  
features the right fitting solution.

2 Ideal for compact office cabinets:
the SysLine S sliding door system.

Receptions that do more to impress:  
reception and foyer
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The first impression counts.

The reception area says everything 
about a company. For everything to 
run perfectly in front of the reception 
desk, everything behind it must benefit 
from intelligent and space saving 
organisation. The solution is Hettich. 
Our cleverly devised functions for 
office furniture make it easy to keep 
everything neat and tidy, and quickly 
put your hand on documents and 
utensils.

4

3 Indispensable behind the reception 
desk: the pedestal. Perfectly organised 
with Systema Top 2000 drawer system.

4 Hanging file frames from Systema 
Top 2000 bring clearly structured  
organisation to customer documents.

5 Wide drawers create space and keep 
everything neatly in its place. The  
SysTech drawer system is the ideal basis.
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Smart shop – customers in buying mood.

Attract more passing trade and boost sales! With 
an attractive shop design and practical tech-
nology from Hettich. Because the way a shop is 
designed and equipped can determine whether 
customers even bother to walk into the store, 
how long they stay and whether they decide
to make a purchase.

2 Valuable items perfectly presented –
and reliably protected with Hettich locks.

1 Drawer systems are veritable storage wizards. 
The exclusive ArciTech system lets you feel the 
quality of shop fittings.

With high quality hinges, sliding doors  and 
drawers from Hettich, you create a pleasant 
atmosphere and a touch of exclusivity that sets 
you apart from the competition. And the many 
intelligent functions make an easy job of  
presenting merchandise.

Presenting more attractively:  
shop-organisation 1
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3 The Sensys hinge cuts a particularly impressive 
figure on glass doors: award winning design and 
perfect Silent System performance.

4 Kitchen in compact format: the Catering Caddy 
with variable width SysTech system.
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Integrated sales promotion.

Attractively designed sales floors make shopping 
an exciting experience. It‘s all a matter of outfit: 
cabinets in a modern design for presenting  
merchandise grab attention. Handleless fronts 
with minimal reveals speak exclusiveness and 
exacting expectations on design. With a look of 
quality like this, products can be displayed to 
impress.

Delighted customers:  
shop-organisation 2
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2 The Actro drawer also provides the 
basis for creating individually styled 
wooden drawers.

1 AvanTech drawer system with  
organised drawer interior for presen-
ting items with irresistible appeal.
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Individuality as the key to success. 

Small, lovingly presented shops are particularly popular in 
the urban environment. This is where a unique ambience 
and range of mechandise are the central keys to success. 
An attractively designed sales counter is the basis for 
advising customers from person to person. Drawers are 
practical space wizards here too. Our example: InnoTech 
Atira. The drawer system goes perfectly with sophisticated 
shop design – and, on request, can also be locked. This 
keeps valuable items secure yet quickly to hand when they 
are needed.

1 Shopfitting quality can be felt with the  
InnoTech Atira drawer system.

Creating a profile with an inividual touch:  
shop-organisation 3
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Office organisation at the desk:  
pedestals

Functions and benefits
		Personal storage space at the work station for utensils,  

paperwork and personal belongings
		Loackable – protection from unauthorised access
		Mobile pedestal under the desk or pedestal standing on  

the floor next to it
		Flexible front panel arrangement for organisational  

versatility

Furniture sizes
		Depths 600 mm or 800 mm
		Widths 430 mm (standard pedestal) 

330 mm (narrow pedestal)

Organisational elements 
make the drawer even more 
practical.

Perfect organisation down 
to the very last detail:  
Systema Top 2000 can be 
configured in any chosen 
way.

The over extension runner 
gives you easy access to 
everything in the base unit.

A gentle push is all it takes: 
Push to open for handleless 
fronts.

Fitting systems: Systema Top 2000 / SysTech
		Complete organisational system, comprising  

pencil tray, drawers, drawer runners and locking system
		Drawers alternatively as organisable Systema Top 2000  

all metal drawers or with variable width SysTech drawer  
side profiles or as SysTech drawer system
		Drawer runners alternatively as partial, full or over  

extension runners (SysTech only available with over  
extension runner)
		Optional Silent System, Silent System 40 or  

Push to open
		Interior organisation with cross partitions, dividers,  

rubber stamp rack, form trays, slot in file cradle etc.
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Organisation at the desk:  
Caddy / mini-pedestal

Functions and benefits
		Developed for staff without a set place of work
		Personal, mobile storage space that's moved up to the  

unused desk
		Stands next to the desk; can also be used as a  

work station for standing at

Furniture sizes
		Depths 400 - 450 mm
		Width 430 mm

Fitting systems: Systema Top 2000 / SysTech
		Complete organisational system, comprising pencil  

tray, drawers, drawer runners and locking system
		Drawers alternatively as organisable Systema Top  

2000 all-metal drawers or variable width SysTech  
drawer side profiles or SysTech drawer system
		Drawer runners alternatively as partial, full or over  

extension runners (SysTech only available with over  
extension runner)
		SmarTray pencil tray system
		Interior organisation with cross partitions, dividers,  

rubber stamp rack, slot in file cradle etc.

Mobile companion  
for sitting / 
standing work 
stations: the  
compact Caddy.

Little space 
wizard: the pencil 
tray perfectly 
matches the  
compact Caddy.
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Office organisation at the desk:  
mobile pedestals

Functions and benefits
		Alternative to the work station pedestal
		Personal storage space next to the desk
		Can be organised in many different ways with drawers or  

file cradle, pencil tray

Furniture sizes
		Depths 400 - 450 mm
		Width 600 mm

Many documents neatly filed in a central location: mobile 
pedestal with SystemaTop 2000 hanging file frames.

The slim line drawer made of steel organises utensils, small 
items and personal belongings.

Fitting systems: Systema Top 2000 / SysTech
		Complete organisational system, comprising pencil tray,  

drawers, drawer runners and locking system
		Variable width SysTech drawer side profiles or hanging file  

frames
		Drawer runners as over extension runners
		Interior organisation with cross partitions, dividers etc.
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Pedestals: sizes and organisation

Pedestal
Width 430 mm
Depth 600 mm

Narrow pedestal
Width 330 mm
Depth 600 mm

Pedestal
Width 430 mm
Depth 800 mm

Narrow pedestal
Width 330 mm
Depth 800 mm

Caddy / mini-pedestal
Width 430 mm
Variable in depth from 400 - 450 mm

Mobile pedestal
Width 600 mm
Variable in depth from 400 - 450 mm

Depth
600
 mm

Depth
800
 mm

1 HE

2 HE

3 HE

4 HE

5 HE

7 HE

2.5 HE

· Pencil tray

· Folder stand and screen from 7HE (EB 392 only)*

· Card index ladder with card index dividers max. A6  
 crosswise / C6 crosswise*

· Card index ladder / card index box with card index divider  
 max. A5 crosswise / C5 crosswise

· Drawer with cross partitions and dividers
· Form tray (compartment positioning, EB 392 only)
· Sloping tray, flat position (EB 392 only)*
· Rubber stamp rack (EB 392 only)*

· Card index ladder / card index box with card index divider  
 max. A5 depthwise / A4 crosswise / C4 crosswise*
· Form tray, high angle (EB 392 only)*

· Slot in file cradle*
· OrgaTank (EB 392 only)*

*430 mm container  
width only

Narrow pedestal 330 mm

Pedestal 430 mm
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Organisation at the desk:  
Big Org@Tower

Functions and benefits
		Multifunctional high rise pedestal
		Storage space, screening, room divider and standing  

work station
		Can also be added to a desk
		Combines benefits of pedestal (personal storage space)  

and cabinet (spacious filing)

Furniture sizes
		Depths 800 - 1,000 mm
		Width 430 mm (as pedestal)

Fitting systems: Systema Top 2000 or  
fitting systems for inner carcase in wood ("Wood")
		Can be organised in many different ways (folder stands,  

pencil trays, drawers, file cradles, SysTech drawer side  
profiles, wide drawers or SysTech drawer system)
		Big Org@Tower Wood as complete fitting system for  

inner carcase in wood (drawer runners, stabilisers, stops,  
front panel adjustment)

The Big Org@Tower keeps communication moving and  
provides sufficient space for all documents and paperwork.

Integrated SysTech drawers make the Big OrgTower Wood 
even more convenient to use.
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Examples:  
Big Org@Tower Wood

Example 1
· Inner carcase closed at top 
· Without centre panel
· 1 x folder stand
· 2 x wide drawer with over extension runner  
· 1 x file cradle with over extension runner (1 row parallel with front +  
 remainder parallel with side)

Example 3
· Inner carcase closed at top 
· With centre panel 
· 1 x SmarTray Plastic 40 mm with side connection (EB 392);  
 partial extension runner
· 1 x folder stand   
· 3 x A4/A4 drawer with steel front panel, EB 392; over extension runner

Example 5
· Inner carcase open at top
· Without centre panel
· 1 x Org@Wall profile with trays
· 1 x wide drawer with over extension runner  
· 1 x file cradle with over extension runner (one row parallel with front,  
 remainder parallel with side)

Example 2
· Inner carcase closed at top 
· With centre panel 
· 1 x hinged door with Push to open
· 1 x folder stand   
· 1 x A4/A4 drawer with slot in file cradle, EB 392; over extension runner

Example 4
· Inner carcase closed at top 
· With centre panel·and tall compartment
· 1 x SmarTray Steel 75 with cassette, lid and lock; full extension runner
· 1 x folder stand  
· 3 x SysTech drawer system with wooden front panel; variable width;  
 over extension runner

Example 6
· Inner carcase open at top
· Without centre panel
· 1 x Org@Wall - profile with trays
· 2 x SmarTray Plastic 40 mm with side connection (EB 392);  
 partial extension runner
· 1 x folder stand
· 1 x file cradle with over extension runner (one row parallel with front;  
 remainder parallel with side)
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Example 7
· Inner carcase open at top
· With centre panel 
· 1 x Org@Wall profile with trays
  3 x A4/A4 drawer with steel front panel, EB 392; over extension runner
· 1 x file cradle, A4, with over extension runner

Example 9
· Inner carcase open at top
· Without centre panel
· 1 x folder stand
· 1 x wide drawer with over extension runner

Example 11
· Inner carcase closed at top 
· Without centre panel
· 1 x wide drawer with over extension runner
· 1 x file cradle with over extension runner (1 row parallel with front;  
 remainder parallel with side)

Example 8 (access from both sides)
· Upper inner carcase open at top
· With centre panel
· 1 x Org@Wall profile with trays
· 1 x SmarTray Plastic 40 mm  
 with side connection (EB 392)
· 1 x hinged door with Push to open

· 1 x seat cushion  
 (no Hettich product)
  3 x A4/A4 drawer  
 with steel front panel,  
 EB 392; over extension runner

Example 10
· Inner carcase open at top
· Without centre panel
· 1 x Org@Wall profile with trays
· 1 x SmarTray Plastic 40 mm with side connection, partial extension runner
· 1 x folder stand

Example 12
· Inner carcase open at top
· Without centre panel
· 1 x Org@Wall profile with trays
· 2 x SysTech drawer system with wooden front panel; over extension runner

Examples:  
Big Org@Tower Wood
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Storage space organisation:  
storage unit

Functions and benefits
		Cabinet for filing paperwork in the conventional way  

(hanging files, index cards)
		Pull-outs with up to 3 rows of hanging files for  

neat organisation and fast access
		Huge flexibility in terms of sizes and designs  

(fitted with panels or behind doors)

Furniture sizes
		Depths 400, 430 and 600 mm
		Widths 435 - 1,200 mm  

(file suspension 1x to 3x parallel with front)

Office organisation in its most appealing form: the SysTech 
drawer system.

Over extension runners that let you see where everything is 
while also providing optimum access.

Fitting systems: Systema Top 2000 / SysTech
		Hanging file frame
		Wide drawers, SysTech drawer system
		Extensive range of organisational elements and  

accessories
		Alternatively: drawer systems with locking system  

(e.g. ArciTech, InnoTech) or wooden drawer with  
locking system

· 1 x seat cushion  
 (no Hettich product)
  3 x A4/A4 drawer  
 with steel front panel,  
 EB 392; over extension runner
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Storage space organisation: 
sizes and organisation

Depths
400,
600,
430  
mm

2.5 HE

3 HE

4 HE

5 HE

2 HE

· Slot in file cradle  > BWS
· Hanging files  > HRA
· File suspension  > SysTech

· Cross partition > BWS (OrgaLine or OrgaClip)
· OrgaStripe  > SysTech

· Card index ladder with card index dividers max. A6  
 crosswise / C6 crosswise  
 > BWS (OrgaLine or OrgaClip)

· Card index ladder with card index dividers max.  
 A5 crosswise / C5 crosswise  >BWS (OrgaLine or OrgaClip)
· Card index ladder with card index divider max.  
 A5 crosswise / C5 crosswise  > BWS, SysTech

· Card index ladder with card index dividers  
 max.  A5 depthwise / A4 crosswise / C4 crosswise   
 > BWS (OrgaLine or OrgaClip)
· Card index ladder with card index divider  
 max. A5 depthwise / A4 crosswise / C4 crosswise   
 > BWS, SysTech

Installed widths:
X=13: 397, 562, 762, 862, 962, 1162
X=22: 415, 580, 780, 880, 980, 1180
SysTech: variable in width up to 
1162/1180

BWS = wide drawer
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Storage space organisation:  
hinged door cabinets

Functions and benefits
		Simple fittings covering a wide range of functions
		Easy to install

Furniture sizes
		Depths 400, 430 and 600 mm
		Widths 435 - 1,200 mm

Selekta Pro 2000: the single pivot 
hinge with a 270° opening angle.

Sensys: the multiple-pivot hinge in 
award winning design with integrated 
Silent System.

Intermat: the less expensive  
alternative to Sensys.

Fitting systems
Single pivot hinge: Selekta Top 2000
		Particularly slim
		Opening angle up to 270°
		Knuckle visible from the outside

Multiple-pivot hinges: Sensys with integrated  
Silent System or Intermat
		Fitting technology completely invisible from outside
		Sensys with integrated Silent System
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Storage space organisation:  
sliding door cabinets

Functions and benefits
		Large size sliding doors look modern and  

take up little space because the doors don't intrude into  
the corridor when they are open
		Ideal for holding many folders
		Alternatively with pull-outs behind the doors
		Compared with tambour door cabinets, they are less  

complicated in design, their fitting technology is more  
compact and they are far quieter in use – particularly  
with Silent System
		No storage space lost inside the cabinet

Sizes
		Depths 400 - 600 mm
		Cabinet widths 800 - 1,600 mm

Fitting systems
		SysLine S: top running sliding door system with  

fully concealed working parts
		SlideLine 55 Plus: bottom running sliding door system

SysLine S top running sliding door system SlideLine 55 Plus bottom running sliding door system
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Work station organisation: 
desks and conference tables

Functions and benefits
		Indispensable work station for screen work, writing,  

sorting, planning, filing
		Adapts to the height of the user. Ideal as sitting / 

standing work station to avoid back complaints

Sizes
		Table top should be at least 1,600 x 800 in size
		Wherever possible with power assisted, height adjustable  

table support for alternating between sitting and  
standing – simply at the press of a button

Experts in work ergonomics: relaxed sitting or standing 
without back stress – with LegaDrive Systems.

Ergonomic, spacious, prestigious: the height adjustable 
executive work station with a 135° angled desk.

LegaDrive Systems fitting system
		Height adjustable lifting columns of high stability and  

with a lifting range of at least 650 mm
		SmarTray pencil tray system under the desk top keeps the  

most important utensils, smartphone, tablet etc. in easy  
reach
		Org@Wall helps to keep the desk uncluttered with  

organisation and storage below the desk surface
		Also an option: height adjustable conference tables  

with up to 12 lifting columns
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Work station organisation: 
Pencil tray system SmarTray

Functions and benefits
		Takes up very little room and provides space for keeping utensils,  

writing material, mobile phone, tablet and much more besides
		In the carcase or under the desk top
		Lockable (SmarTray Steel only)
		Complete range alternatively available in plastic or steel

Sizes
		SmarTray Plastic: 40 and 60 mm high
		SmarTray Steel: 50 and 75 mm high

Fitting system: SmarTray Plastic 
		Quadro 12 partial extension runner with (alternatively)
   	Self closing without Silent System, 
   Silent System or 
   Push to open
		3 colours;

Fitting system: SmarTray Steel 
		Quadro full extension runner with Silent System
		Steel tray with or without cassette; two colours
		On request with lid set or connecting sets for installing  

one above the other SmarTray Steel 50 mm with lid set on the desk.

SmarTray Steel 50 under the desk top.
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Work station organisation: 
Organisationell system Org@
Wall

Functions and benefits
		Frees up space on the desk.
		Screening and sound barrier
		Utensils and things needed every day in the office  

are always neatly organised
		Great flexibility, easy installation

Sizes
		Variable in width

Fitting systems
		Universal profile
		Plastic trays
		A4 trays
		Feet for fixing to the desk top
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Technical equipment:  
Systema Top 2000 for pedestals

Application
		Depending on configuration selected,  

provides organised space for  
documents, utensils, materials,  
personal belongings etc.

Benefits
		All-metal drawer
		Integrated OrgaLine
		Can be organised in any way
		Everything always in its place

Application
		For hanging files A4 size

Application
		For high quality furniture
		Depending on drawer design

 Personal belongings
 Pens, pencils, utensils
 Documents
 Paperwork

Benefits
		Flexibly adaptable double walled
 drawer side profile system
		Particularly high quality
		Classy, sleek design

Pencil tray

Steel drawer

Slot in file cradle

SysTech drawer side  
profile system

Application
		For pens, pencils, utensils and  

personal belongings
		26 mm -> standard for utensils, such  

as pens and pencils etc.
		40 mm -> extended height for  

larger objects

Benefits
		Integrated practical compartments
		Tidy organisation made easy
		Items easier to find
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Locking bar can be 
lengthened or shortened  
as required

System prevents several 
drawers being pulled out 
simultaneously

Drawer runners for drawers

Self closing housing  Recommended use

Locking systems  Recommended use

KA 270 partial extension runner 25 kg  For all-metal drawer 600 and    
    800 mm deep (standard and narrow)
    Standard pull-out for drawers

Quadro Duplex 25 full extension runner 25 kg  For all-metal drawer
    Convenient drawer travel
    100 % access to the drawer

Quadro Duplex 45 over extension runner 45 kg  For all-metal drawer or  
    SysTech drawer side profile system
    Optimum drawer travel
    Excellent access to entire drawer content
    When using slot in file cradle

Self closing without Silent System   Practical pedestal for functional work
    Single person office

Silent System short, practical   Practical pedestal for functional work
 Silent System   Multi-person office (less noise)

Silent System 40 long, convenient   High quality pedestal for workplaces with  
 Silent System   a focus on Silent System convenience  
    Prestigious office (quality)   
    Obligatory with SysTech in pedestal

Push to open     High quality pedestal for workplaces with  
    a focus on convenience
    Prestigious office (quality)   
    Handleless fronts

Stop Control  Roll-out block with tilt   Secure storage of valuables
  prevention   Cabinets not attached to the wall
·  Dual action central locking for
  all pull-outs in the carcase
  Protection against forcible  
  entry (45 kg)
Stop Control Plus
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Technical equipment:  
Systema Top 2000 for pedestals

SysTech drawer side 
profile system

Steel drawer
Standard
narrow

Locking bar
Stop Control
Stop Control Plus

Self closing housing

Self closing without Silent System

Self closing with Silent System

Self closing with Silent System 40

Push to open

Drawer runners
Drawer

KA 27 partial extension runner
25 kg

Quadro Duplex 25  
full extension runner 25 kg

Quadro Duplex 45 over extension runner
45 kg
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Pencil tray
Plastic
Standard
High (40 mm)

Slot in file cradle

OrgaTank
Plastic
Steel

Drawer runners
Pencil tray

KA 1730 partial 
extension runner

Quadro Duplex 45 over extension runner
45 kg

Quadro 12 partial extension 
runner
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Technical equipment:  
Systema Top 2000 for storage units

SysTech
drawer side  
profile system

Drawer runners

DesignSide
Glass
individual

Hanging file
frame
welded

Hanging file
frame
adjustable in width

Self closing housing

Self closing without
Silent System

Self closing with
Silent System

Self closing with
Silent System 40

Push to open

Wide drawer
welded

Locking bar
Stop Control
Stop Control Plus

Quadro Duplex 40 over 
over extension runner
40 kg

Quadro Duplex 60
over extension runner
60 kg

Quadro Duplex 70
over extension runner
65 kg

Slot in
file cradle

Parallel system
Toothed rack system
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DesignSide
Glass
individual

Technical equipment:  
sliding door systems

WingLine 770
Side mounted folding door system with guide profile  
at top / bottom; overlay door position

Application
	For doors weighing up to 20 kg
	For wooden doors
	For door widths up to 500 mm
	For door heights up to 2,400 mm
	For door thickness of 16 - 25 mm

Benefits
	High loading capacity
	Attractive design
	Easy installation and precision alignment
	Silent System convenience when using Sensys

SlideLine M
Single-track sliding door system for overlay door position

Application
	For sliding doors weighing up to 30 kg
	Can be used for wooden, aluminium framed and  
 glass doors, making it extremely versatile
	For door widths of 300 - 1,800 mm
	For door heights up to 2,000 mm
	For shelf thicknesses of 15, 16, 18, 19, 22 And 25 mm

Benefits
	Versatile system for various items of furniture
	SlideLine M enhances the practical value and design  
 of furniture
	Exact ajustment for perfectly aligned reveals
	Silent System in closing, opening and colliding direction
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Technical equipment:  
sliding door systems

SlideLine 55 Plus  
2-track, bottom running sliding door system for inset  
and overlay door position

Application
  For sliding doors weighing up to 15 kg and using a  

plastic profile
  For sliding doors weighing up to 30 kg and using an  

aluminium profile
  For door widths of 400 - 800 mm
  For door heights up to 1500 mm
  For doors in thicknesses of 16 - 19 mm

Benefits
  Versatile system
  Easy to install
  Optionally with Silent System without any loss of  

storage space
  Tool-less door height alignment +/- 1.5 mm at  

thumbwheel

SysLine S  
2-track, top running sliding door system for  
inset door position

Application
  For sliding doors weighing up to 15 kg
  For doors in widths of 400 - 800 mm
  For door heights up to 2000 mm
  For doors in thicknesses of 16 - 19 mm

Benefits
  System components mounted „invisibly“ from the  

outside permit wide ranging design options
  Optionally with Silent System without any loss of  

storage space
  Tool-less door height alignment +/- 1.5 mm at  

thumbwheel
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Sensys 
Application
  For particularly high quality furniture

Benefits
  Fast assembly concealed hinge with integrated  

Silent System
  Not visible from the outside
  Wide self closing angle from 35°
  3-dimensional door adjustment
  Extremely efficient Silent System performance  

even for large size doors
  No adjustment work
  Aesthetically pleasing and award winning design
  Particularly wide temperature range  

from +5°C to +40°C
  95-110° or 165° opening angle

Intermat 
Application
  For standard furniture

Benefits
  Fast assembly concealed hinge without Silent System
  Not visible from the outside
  3-dimensional door adjustment
  Sturdy, high quality design
  Silent System can be fitted as an optional upgrade 
  90°, 110°, 125°, 165° opening angle

Selekta Pro 2000
Application
  For classic office and contract furniture

Benefits
  Single pivot fast assembly concealed hinge with  

visible knuckle
  High quality design throughout
  With optional Silent System
  Various surface finishes
  2-dimensional door adjustment
  180°- 270° opening angle
  Precision and simple clip on assembly

Technical equipment:  
hinges
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Technical equipment:  
drawer systems

AvanTech  
Application
	Double walled drawer system for particularly  
 high quality, designer style furniture

Benefits
	Sleek, purist design
	Slender 13mm drawer side profiles with sharply  
 rounded edges
	Actro 5D drawer runner for top running performance
	40, 60 and 80 kg loading capacities
	Large format, perfectly aligned front panels with  
 extremely narrow reveals from precision 5 way  
 adjustment
	Also handleless with silent and soft closing:  
 with Push to open Silent
	Actro 5D is compatible with wooden drawers
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Technical equipment:  
drawer systems

InnoTech Atira
Application
	Double walled drawer system for all sorts  
 of applications 

Benefits
	Distinctive, sleek design
	Various colour options
	Many different interior organisation solutions
	Platform concept with partial and full extension runners
	Quadro drawer runner with a loading capacity  
 of up to 50 kg
	Can also be used with Stop ControlPlus locking system

ArciTech
Application
	Double walled drawer system for high quality furniture

Benefits
	Excellent running action, perfect Silent System  
 performance
	40, 60 and 80 kg loading capacities
	Platform concept for different design options
	Also available as preassembled drawer
	Optionally available with Push to open Silent
	Can also be used with Stop Control Plus locking system
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Technical equipment:  
Electronic furniture locking systems Hettlock RFID

Personal? Secret? Secure!

Hettich furniture locking systems let 
you protect valuables and confidential 
matter from prying eyes and theft. 
The RFID electronic furniture lock, 
for example, opens cabinet doors and 
drawers contactlessly – as if by magic. 
It is easy to use, extremely compact 
and can even be installed out of sight 
in glass display cabinets. Now with
integrated alarm – breaking open 
virtually ruled out!

1 Installation behind hinged doors.

2 The Hettlock RFID locking system 
with electromagnetic chip technology 
can also be integrated into the  
building services management system.

3 Also suitable for sliding 
doors.

4 RFID locks can be unlocked and engaged by 
transponder or card. Programming by card or 
device directly at the lock.
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5 Can even be installed 
out of sight in glass display 
cabinets.

6 Keypad locks provide a high standard
of security. Simple, fast programming 
without additional equipment.

5 Choice of reader ranges: RFID lock up to  
20 mm with NFC, up to 10 m with Bluetooth.
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https://www.hettich.com/short/cb00ff

Catalogues and online tools:  
informing and realising

All information always at your fingertips.

Our Furniture Fittings and Applications catalogue is printed 
as a firmly established classic reference work for you.

And our digital catalogue can do even more:
	The digital search function takes you directly to the  
 product you would like.
	You can always access the digital information wherever  
 you are with your tablet, PC or smartphone: also in the 
 workshop or on the construction site. Either by app or  
 from our website.
	The shop function lets you target and select products,  
 configure parts lists and order directly. 
 
  
To do this, we give you two catalogue formats: the Hettich 
online catalogue and our digital flip page catalogues which 
look identical to the printed catalogues. Products can also be 
placed directly in the online catalogue shopping basket from 
the flip page catalogue and then ordered.

Plus: Our planning assistance  
for office furniture:
https://www.hettich.com/short/825e97

A film says more than a thousand words:
Our video explains how it‘s done!

Use Hettich videos for informing customers:
		Embed Hettich videos on your own website
		Forward the links by email or text message
		Lead customers to the appropriate video when you get  
 enquiries on the telephone

This is where you will find further  
information on embedding videos 
and sharing links:
https://www.hettich.com/short/b8b873 
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Subject matter quickly communicated – by video!
		Hettich videos explain products, installation procedures  
 and application in easy to understand sequences
		You will always find the latest videos on the  
 «HettichEnglish» YouTube channel
		Quickly found: simply enter the Hettich product name  
 into the search box

Click here to go straight 
to the Hettich channel on 
YouTube:
https://www.hettich.com/
short/81e2dc 
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